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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CEDAW</td>
<td>Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CERD</td>
<td>Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>EIDHR</td>
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<tr>
<td>EU</td>
<td>European Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FG</td>
<td>Focus Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOTCD</td>
<td>Field Operations and Technical Cooperation Division</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HQ</td>
<td>Headquarters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRA</td>
<td>Human Rights Adviser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRO</td>
<td>Human Rights Officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LGBT</td>
<td>Lesbian, Gay, Bi-sexual and Transgender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME</td>
<td>Ministry of Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MFA</td>
<td>Ministry of Foreign Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoI</td>
<td>Ministry of Interior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLSPF</td>
<td>Ministry of Labour, Social Protection and Family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIJ</td>
<td>National Institute for Justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGO</td>
<td>Non-Governmental Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NHRI</td>
<td>National Human Rights Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NHRC</td>
<td>National Human Rights Coordinator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OECD-DAC</td>
<td>Development Assistance Committee of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OHCHR</td>
<td>United Nations Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPMES</td>
<td>Policy, Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROCA</td>
<td>OHCHR Regional Office for Central Asia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOT</td>
<td>Training of Trainers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNICEF</td>
<td>United Nations Children Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USSR</td>
<td>Union of Socialist Soviet Republics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNCTs</td>
<td>UN country teams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNOG</td>
<td>United Nations Office in Geneva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN Women</td>
<td>United Nations Entity for Gender Equality and the Empowerment of Women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPR</td>
<td>Universal Periodic Review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WG</td>
<td>Working Group</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1 Executive Summary

1.1 Background and context (Ex Summary)

From July 2008 to August 2015, an OHCHR Human Rights Adviser was posted to the Office of the UN Resident Coordinator (UNRC) in the Republic of Moldova. The Human Rights Adviser supported and advised the RC, the United Nations Country Team (UNCT) in Moldova, the Government, the National Human Rights Institutions (NHRIs) and civil society in strengthening human rights and human rights based approaches. The HRA also supported the UNCT to implement the recommendations of UN Senior Expert Thomas Hammarberg as concerns human rights in the Transnistrian region of the Republic of Moldova. As of September 2015, the OHCHR Field Presence in Moldova is led by a National Human Rights Coordinator (NHRC).

From 1 April 2014 to 30 September 2015 (18 months), OHCHR implemented the European Commission funded project “Combating Discrimination in the Republic of Moldova, including in the Transnistrian region”. Its overall objective was to address discrimination in Moldova as concerns people belonging to stigmatized or marginalized groups. The specific objectives include: 1) Creation of a network of children with disabilities and their parents to empower them to seek inclusive education in Moldova, including in the Transnistrian region; 2) Creating an environment for integrated education for Roma in key problematic municipalities, including in the Transnistrian region; 3) Promoting the freedom of assembly for LGBT; 4) Establishment of alternative service for conscientious objectors in the Transnistrian region; 5) Strengthening the competences of judicial and quasi-judicial bodies to address and to rule on discrimination in accordance with international law; 6) Achieving significant advancement in documentation of discrimination.

The project was implemented under the auspices of the Human Rights Adviser in Moldova and in cooperation with key institutional and civil society partners. The staff involved in the implementation phase was composed of both, OHCHR project employed staff (3) and more than 10 contracted individual consultants, who were hired to implement the specific objectives listed above. Since January 2015 the project was managed by the Anti-discrimination and National Human Rights Institutions Projects Coordinator and administratively supported by the Project Assistant. The total budget of the project amounted to EURO 300,000, with 95% (EUR 285,000) financed by the European Commission. Five percent of the budget (EUR 15,000) was contributed by Poland in 2013.

OHCHR is interested in learning from the overall project experience and in extracting good practices that can be reproduced elsewhere. There is no contractual obligation to conduct an external evaluation, but the EU project document suggests that “to ensure maximum efficiency and outputs, the applicant and its partners will apply their internal evaluation procedures”.

The objectives of the evaluation were therefore formulated as follows:

- To produce useful lessons learned and good practices that illustrate successful and unsuccessful strategies in the achievement of results;
- To produce clear and actionable recommendations identifying concrete actions and responsibilities for OHCHR to undertake towards these ends;
- To identify areas of strength and areas of weakness in the planning and achievement of results – including in the area of gender equality.
1.2 Main findings and conclusions (Ex Summary)

The EU funded OHCHR project was preceded by several years of OHCHR work on combating discrimination in Moldova, which guaranteed a thorough knowledge of the issue and a capacity to make an informed decision on specific discrimination areas to address. The right of children with disabilities to access mainstream schools, the end to segregation between Roma and non-Roma children, the rights of the LGBT community and of religious minorities were well chosen priority areas, as this report shows. The relevance of the project therefore seems well founded.

The evaluation interviewees also attested to the appropriateness of the implementation methods used, including rights awareness building with parents of children with disabilities and with Roma parents, training of judges and prosecutors in international and national anti-discrimination law as well as the judicial and quasi-judicial pursuit of emblematic cases of discrimination.

The six project results were formulated in relatively modest and realistic terms, but the numerous associated results and activities, as well as the complexity of the six fairly different activity areas, meant successful project implementation was a very serious undertaking for OHCHR Field Presence in Moldova. The task was made more complex by the fact that the project operated in four different administrative rule systems: EU, UNDP, UNOG and OHCHR.

Despite these challenges, the evaluator has received evidence and information indicating that the project was not only highly relevant but also effectively implemented, generally achieving all six project results. Interviews and focus group discussions in Moldova revealed that partners and beneficiaries are pleased with the results and motivated to continue the activities beyond the end of the project.

There are tangible, direct results such as the new legislation on alternative military service in the Transnistrian region, or the fact that LGBT Pride marches have safely been carried out in 2014-2015. Other results promise change in the near future, such as the strengthened competence of judicial and quasi-judicial bodies to address discrimination in accordance with international law, or the documentation and pursuit of over 50 emblematic discrimination cases. Then there are results that empower a small core group of beneficiaries and allow them to continue to advocate for country-wide policy change. This is the case of the parents of children with disabilities who, empowered by the project activities, have formed an NGO and are being invited to advise the Ministry of Education on inclusion of children with disabilities. Similarly, the project’s success in ending the segregation of Roma and non-Roma students in a number of schools is an important step towards country-wide desegregation of the school system.

The latter two results could have a comprehensive long-term impact if the advocacy and support activities are taken to scale and thousands, rather than hundreds, of beneficiaries are eventually reached. Information gathered indicate that the project design and implementation could have been more geared towards long-term impact through concrete plans for the replication of experiences with the support of other stakeholders. Similarly, the project has contributed to gender equality through certain aspects of the activities, but few conscious efforts seem to have been made to plan and incorporate activities explicitly addressing gender inequality.

1.3 Lessons Learned, Good Practices and Recommendations (Ex Summary)\(^1\)

---

\(^1\) The arguments made in this section are drawn from the findings section where they have already been referenced and footnoted.
Lessons Learned

a) When the context is right, and the initiative is welcome by the RC, the UNCT and the host government, even OHCHR HRAs, with primarily an advisory function, can successfully lead implementation of operational capacity building and human rights reform activities, including in the form of externally funded projects. HRA advisers deployed in similar contexts around the world could therefore learn, benefit from and build on the positive lesson learned in Moldova in relation to the EU funded anti-discrimination project.

b) Similarly, HRA positions, despite not having a mandate to pursue case work\(^2\), can play an important role in supporting the effective use of emblematic individual cases to promote and protect human rights. Without carrying out investigations, or substituting for the judicial or quasi-judicial authorities in Moldova in any other way, the project has successfully assisted and advised national actors to pursue highly representative discrimination cases. Further, when domestic judicial and quasi-judicial processes failed to hand down sentences/recommendations in line with international norms on discrimination, the HRA/project team provided information on and facilitated access to international human rights mechanisms.

c) Context analysis and needs assessments are crucial steps in the early project preparation process. Those phases are also an opportunity to solidly anchor and create commitment to the project from local and national authorities. When a counterpart’s commitment is in doubt, it is crucial to intensify and maintain a permanent, high-level dialogue throughout the project. There is clear indication that the context analysis and the needs assessment have been properly done by OHCHR Field Presence in Moldova. Unfortunately, once in the implementation phase, it became clear that the Transnistrian de facto authorities, as well as the Russian Orthodox Church in that region, were not actively collaborating with the project, despite previous efforts by the HRA and the Project Coordinator to achieve acceptance and ownership by local authorities.

d) In order to achieve results, it is often necessary to not only focus on the beneficiaries and the direct stakeholders but to also create awareness and buy-in among broader sectors of society, including the authorities, schools, civil society and mass media. Given the difficulties to form networks of parents and to establish an inter-faith dialogue in the Transnistrian region, the context analysis might also have underestimated the political, socio-economic and cultural differences between Moldova proper and the Transnistrian region. Therefore, the least impressive project results are recorded in the Transnistrian region.\(^3\) The project logically focused on the direct beneficiaries, but interviewees suggested that a broader focus, including work with civil society, mass media, schools, and the authorities is necessary in the Transnistrian region to overcome the differences referred to.\(^4\)

e) Achieving long-term impact and paving the way for large-scale replication of project activities and sustainability of results requires early planning and explicit inclusion in the project design. Links to other stakeholders and their programme activities should be included from the beginning, or they may never materialize as effective follow-up activities. In Moldova, ensuring the long-term impact of the project and

\(^2\) ToR for the HRA in Moldova: (iv) Follow and analyze the human rights situation in his/her country of assignment, providing issue-based or situational assessments to OHCHR and the RC as appropriate. The HRA will not be expected to engage at the level of individual cases.

\(^3\) See responses to Evaluation Question No. 5 in this report.

\(^4\) OHCHR consultants hired to work in the Transnistrian region referred to a “Soviet Union mentality”, a lack of relevant social legislation, a very low development level that only allowed parents to focus on basic survival of their children (not inclusive education) a limited understanding and a “cold-hearted attitude” to the fate of their children. Interview with Ms Lucia Gavrilita and Tatiana Cernomorit, Chisinau, 26 October 2015.
taking activities to scale seem to be pending project challenges. There is no lack of opportunities to do so, but they don’t seem to have been included in the project design, which is an important lesson learned. There are an estimated 15,000 children with disabilities in Moldova. The project might only have achieved inclusive education for around 1% of them, but with the parents networks efficiently established, an important qualitative and highly replicable result has been produced. To take the result to scale and achieve a longer term impact, the success achieved with project beneficiaries could have been further built on. Links to other actors and their programmes could have been explicitly included in the project design, including to the Ministry of Education and to UNICEF.

Similarly, the three project-supported desegregated schools (Roma and non-Roma children attending together) have integrated a relatively small number of Roma children, but the successful example has huge replication potential, particularly with the support of the network of Roma Community Mediators. An explicit project link to, and commitment from, the Ministry of Education, the Bureau for Interethnic Relations, UNICEF and/or UNDP could have given the project a clearer impact-orientation.

f) Working directly with victims and family members of victims requires a different approach than working with individuals without a personal engagement or link to the rights violations being addressed. As rights advocates, victims and their family members have comparative advantages and disadvantages, which need to be properly considered and managed in order to effectively achieve change.

In Moldova, important lessons were learned around the challenges involved in turning uninformed and frustrated parents of children with disabilities into effective rights advocates capable of focusing on broad policy change, and not just immediate material improvements for their particular child. Initial meetings between the parents and the Ministry of Education and the Ministry of Labour, Social Protection and Family were reportedly more confrontational than productive because of the lack of emotional preparation and individual focus of the parents. The project team quickly learned the lesson and immediately adjusted the programme with the parents to include sessions on how to control their emotions and how to effectively advocate with authorities. This proved as important as knowledge about international norms, such as the International Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities.

g) Social change processes are complex, often influenced by cultural practices. Rights-holders will carefully weigh perceived and real pros and cons before deciding to cooperate with efforts to fulfil their rights. A thorough understanding of the socio-cultural context is therefore a necessary starting point. For example, the OHCHR project team found it difficult to incentivize the Roma children in Moldova to regularly attend school at all. Cultural phenomena such as seasonal migration and child marriage work against school attendance by Roma children. And when in school, limited knowledge of Romanian/Moldovan often hampers the Roma child’s learning. Roma parents also reported a fear of rejection and even physical abuse on behalf of teachers and non-Roma children, leading some parents to feel it was safer to keep their children in segregated Roma-only schools.

---

5 Focus group discussion with parents of children with disabilities, Chisinau, 30 October 2015.
6 UNDP has previously supported the Roma Community Mediators.
**Good Practices**

a) Creation of networks of victims and beneficiaries is an important strategy of the anti-discrimination project in Moldova. The successful creation of these networks in Moldova proper opened the door for the formal establishment of those networks as officially registered NGOs and associations, which ensures a high degree of sustainability of those project activities. The project team provided opportune support to the formation of NGOs and associations, and to the organizational strengthening of the recently created structures through its own direct support and by referring them to other capacity building organisations.

b) To implement the anti-discrimination project in Moldova, OHCHR chose to work with one disability organisation, one Roma NGO and one LGBT organisations. Also, a Roma person was hired to work with the Roma Community Mediators. These implementing partners were selected among organisations/individuals forming part of, or already working with the target communities - in this case minority groups, victims of discrimination. This closeness between partners and beneficiaries contributed to the success of the project. It does not seem to be a coincidence that the only Associated Partner that did not meet performance expectations, and where concrete activity implementation was unsuccessful, did not have such a direct tie to the target communities.

c) When the limited performance of the Associated Partner in Tiraspol (Transnistria) became evident, the project team wisely broadened the geographical focus of the activity and quickly identified an additional partner in Dubasari (Transnistria), who had a direct link with the beneficiary community and could therefore effectively mobilize beneficiaries and at the end of the project showed encouraging results.

d) The project team has made very strategic use of the visits of international experts on the issues addressed by the project. This should be considered an excellent practice for several reasons. The visits of Special Rapporteurs and other experts were effectively used to raise the general attention of the discrimination issues addressed by the project. They were also used to seek the receiving authorities’ enhanced commitment to the issues addressed and to the project activities. Also, written contributions by visiting experts (recommendations, guidelines, press statements) were used after their departure to keep up the momentum around specific rights and rights deficits, discussed with the authorities during the visits of the experts.  

e) The project made excellent use of success stories to impart knowledge, inspire and motivate beneficiaries who were recently starting to improve their own situations. Visits to well-functioning desegregated schools (Roma and non-Roma mixed) and schools offering inclusive education (children with disabilities in mainstream schools) had a very motivating impact on beneficiaries and should be considered a good practice. Interviewees also suggested that other former USSR-countries, like for example the Baltic states, have come even further in organizing parents of children with disabilities and study visits abroad should be considered.

**Recommendations**

Based on the evaluation findings, the following recommendations have been formulated for OHCHR:

---

7 This refers to the following experts: the UN Rapporteur on Freedom of Religion or Belief, Mr. Hans Bielefeld, the UN Rapporteur on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, Ms. Catalina Devandas Aguilar; the General Rapporteur of the Committee on Equality and Non-Discrimination of the Council of Europe Parliamentary Assembly, Robert Biedron; the Senior Expert Thomas Hammarberg.
**Recommendation 1:** In view of the expertise developed by OHCHR Field Presence in Moldova in the area of combating discrimination - as evidenced by the positive outcome of this evaluation - OHCHR should continue to prioritize anti-discrimination activities in Moldova, including those linked directly to the areas addressed by the project (i.e. inclusive education for children with disabilities, integration of Roma children in mainstream schools, rights of LGBT community, alternative service for conscious objectors, strengthened capacity of judicial and quasi-judicial bodies to address and rule on discrimination, advancement in documentation of discrimination cases).

**Recommendation 2:** OHCHR should consider briefly contracting one of the lead consultants on inclusive education (Activity Area No.1) to document, step-by-step, the process and lessons learned while training, empowering and organizing the parents of children with disabilities in Moldova and in the Transnistrian region. This exercise could be conducted in cooperation with the Methodology, Education and Training Section (METS) at OHCHR Geneva and the result should be disseminated to other field presences, particularly OHCHR’s Regional office for Central Asia.

**Recommendation 3:** When designing technical cooperation projects in the future, OHCHR should identify and plan follow-up activities that could contribute to the sustainability of the project activities, as a form of exit-strategy from the project, including soliciting at an early stage, support from other organisations, authorities and institutions to ensure the post-project continuation and strengthening of the activities and outcomes.

**Recommendation 4:** To ensure long-term and comprehensive, country-wide impact, OHCHR Field Presence in Moldova should consider conducting a brief internal review of the project outcomes with the objective of identifying and approaching counterparts that could support the replication and taking to scale of the successful activities, particularly in activity area No.1 and No.2.8

**Recommendation 5:** OHCHR should seriously consider the ad hoc establishment and use of locally established Grant Review Committees for the authorization of very small grants to OHCHR implementing partner organisations, thereby allowing a quick process that strengthens local organisation rather than individual consultants.

**Recommendation 6:** To avoid staff turn-over during projects, employment contracts to local project staff and consultants should be extended as long as possible, i.e. as long as project funding is guaranteed (in this case, 30 September 2015) and not routinely just to the end of the calendar year.

**Recommendation 7:** OHCHR should always analyse how it can take measures and include activity components that promote gender equality in a given project context, even if not required or prompted by the project application process. Proposal writing and project design should benefit from the review and advice of gender experts, locally or from OHCHR Geneva.

**Recommendation 8:** The innovative role played by the OHCHR HRA in Moldova, managing operational human rights activities and supporting the judicial and quasi-judicial pursuit of individual cases, should be encouraged in similar country contexts. The HRA adviser’s experience of successfully expanding the traditional HRA-role could be shared with other HRA at the next OHCHR Heads of Field Presences meeting.

---

8 Only three schools have been desegregated and some 1% of all children with disabilities have been offered inclusive education.
2. Background

2.1 Intervention Background

From July 2008 to August 2015, an OHCHR Human Rights Adviser was posted to the Office of the UN Resident Coordinator (UNRC) in the Republic of Moldova. The Human Rights Adviser supported and advised the RC, United Nations Country Team (UNCT) in Moldova, Government, National Human Rights Institutions (NHRIs) and civil society in strengthening human rights and human rights based approaches. The HRA also supported the UNCT Moldova to implement the recommendations of UN Senior Expert Thomas Hammarberg as concerns human rights in the Transnistrian region of the Republic of Moldova. OHCHR’s thematic priorities for its work in the Republic of Moldova for 2014-2017 include: (1) countering discrimination, in particular racial discrimination, discrimination on the grounds of disability, religion, sexual orientation and other criteria; (2) combating impunity and strengthening accountability and the rule of law; (3) strengthening the effectiveness of international human rights mechanisms and the progressive development of international human rights law and standards. As of September 2015, OHCHR Field Presence in Moldova is led by a National Human Rights Coordinator (NHRC).

From 1 April 2014 to 30 September 2015 (18 months), OHCHR implemented the European Commission funded project “Combating Discrimination in the Republic of Moldova, including in the Transnistrian region”. Its overall objective was to address discrimination in Moldova as concerns people belonging to stigmatized or marginalized groups. The specific objectives include: 1) Creation of a network of children with disabilities and their parents to empower them to seek inclusive education in Moldova, including in the Transnistrian region; 2) Creating an environment for integrated education for Roma in key problematic municipalities, including in the Transnistrian region; 3) Promoting the freedom of assembly for LGBT persons; 4) Establishment of alternative service for conscientious objectors in the Transnistrian region; 5) Strengthening the competences of judicial and quasi-judicial bodies to address and to rule on discrimination in accordance with international law; 6) Achieving significant advancement in documentation of discrimination.

The project was implemented by the OHCHR HRA and his team, in cooperation with key institutional and civil society partners. The staff involved in the implementation phase was composed by both, OHCHR project employed staff (3) and more than 10 contracted individual consultants, who were hired to implement the specific objectives as listed above. Since January 2015 the project was managed by the Anti-discrimination and National Human Rights Institutions Projects Coordinator and administratively supported by a Project Assistant. The total budget of the project amounted to EURO 300,000 with 95% (EUR 285,000) financed by the European Commission. Five percent of the budget (EUR 15,000) was contributed by Poland back in 2013.

2.2 Evaluation Background

OHCHR is interested in learning from the overall project experience in Moldova and in extracting good practices that can be reproduced elsewhere. There is no contractual obligation to conduct an external evaluation, but the project document suggests that “to ensure maximum efficiency and outputs, the applicant and its partners will apply their internal evaluation procedures”.

The objectives of the evaluation were therefore formulated as follows:

- To produce useful lessons learned and good practices that illustrate successful and unsuccessful strategies in the achievement of results;
• To produce clear and actionable recommendations identifying concrete actions and responsibilities for OHCHR to undertake towards these ends;
• To identify areas of strength and areas of weakness in the planning and achievement of results — including in the area of gender equality.

The evaluation took both a quantitative and a qualitative approach, in that it looked at results achieved or not achieved so far with a view to inform OHCHR’s anti-discrimination work in the future. This approach will therefore increase OHCHR’s accountability and learning, as per OHCHR’s Evaluation Policy.

Purpose and scope of the evaluation
The purpose of the evaluation was to assess the project and produce recommendations in terms of the following criteria:
• Relevance — the extent to which the project is relevant to the situation in the country/region, the mandate of OHCHR, its comparative advantage, and the needs of stakeholders (both duty bearers and right-holders);
• Efficiency — the extent to which the project has economically converted resources into results in the course of its term;
• Effectiveness — the degree to which planned results and targets have been achieved, at outcome and output levels;
• Impact orientation — the extent to which the strategic orientation of the project points toward making a significant contribution to broader, long-term, sustainable changes on human rights issues;
• Sustainability — the degree to which changes achieved last in time;
• Gender equality mainstreaming — the degree to which gender has been mainstreamed in all the activities of the project, and the degree to which the results obtained have contributed to the goal of gender equality.

Temporal scope
Support to the combatting of discrimination has been an important objective for OHCHR and the UNCT in Moldova for several years. However, the evaluation was limited to the activities carried out during the 18 months of the project, from 1 April 2014 to 30 September 2015.

Geographical scope
The evaluation will look at activities carried out in the Republic of Moldova, including the Transnistrian region.

2.3 Methodology
Evaluation Methodology Framework

This evaluation was carried out by an external consultant familiar with OHCHR’s work, including in Moldova. A mixed methodology was applied, allowing for appropriate triangulation of information. The following methods were used:

• **Desk Review** (informal, for general background; and formal, based on OHCHR’s and external documents such as reports, evaluations, legislation adopted, etc.);
• **Interviews** with stakeholders (conducted in person or by Skype);
• **Focus group discussions** with selected groups representing a community of stakeholders, e.g. judges and prosecutors, Roma community mediators, network of parents/children with disabilities;
• **Direct observation**, through a field mission to Moldova, including a visit to the Transnistrian region;
As agreed with the Evaluation Reference Group\textsuperscript{9} the methodology included a 5-day mission to Moldova, including the Transnistrian region, for face to face interviews, focus group meetings and direct observation.

The Methodological Framework (see Appendix 5.2) was based on the five standard OECD/DAC evaluation criteria, also agreed with the Reference Group, namely: relevance, effectiveness, efficiency, impact orientation and sustainability. For each evaluation question in the framework, various performance indicators were developed and included in the framework. Further, the data sources as well as the methods used for collecting the data are identified in the framework.

Gender equality aspects were integrated through all evaluation methods. Gender relevant documents were solicited for the desk review, interviewees and focus group participants were asked gender specific questions and interview notes on gender relevant aspects were logged separately.

The evaluation questions were not necessarily put directly to the evaluator’s interlocutors. Rather, 44 more detailed and specific interview questions, aimed at shedding light on the five evaluation criteria, for each of the six project results were developed (see Appendix 5.5). The interviews were conducted in a semi-structured way and the questions were therefore only used as a guide to ensure coverage of all the evaluation criteria for each of the six project results. Interviews and focus group discussions followed an open format, allowing interlocutors to share relevant information, under the guidance of the evaluator.

### 3 Main Findings

Evaluation findings are presented below in accordance with the evaluation questions listed in the terms of reference. Some of the questions are grouped together to avoid repetition.

#### 3.1 Analysis of Relevance

- **EQ1** How relevant to the country/regional situation have the project’s planned results been in the course of the period evaluated?
- **EQ2** Have the strategies used to achieve results been adequate to the local context and stakeholders? Was context analysis conducted? Were risks and assumptions considered during this process?

All stakeholders interviewed in the framework of this evaluation confirmed the relevance of the project’s overall goal to address discrimination of stigmatized or marginalized groups in Moldova, as well as the choice of specific areas for engagement.

The short time lap between the launch of the call for proposal and the deadline for submission of concept notes made it difficult to carry out a targeted and exhaustive context analysis and needs assessment. Despite that time-constraint, the OHCHR HRA and the Project Coordinator managed to carry out a targeted context analysis, which filled the gaps in OHCHR Moldova’s on-going context analysis. This analysis concluded that children with disabilities, Roma children, LGBT persons and members of religious minorities

---

\textsuperscript{9} A Reference Group is constituted for this evaluation and it serves in an advisory capacity to help strengthen the evaluation’s substantive grounding and its relevance to the Office. The Reference Group is chaired by PPMES, and includes representatives of FOTCD and OHCHR Field Presence in Moldova, as well as representatives of relevant external stakeholders, as determined by the Chair.
are among the most vulnerable groups in Moldova, which is why the EU funded project focused on these minorities. Further, the needs analysis identified the need to strengthen documentation of discrimination cases as well as justice operators’ capacity to address and rule on discrimination cases.

As an essential part of its mandate, OHCHR is constantly assessing the general and specific human rights needs and priorities on the ground, including in Moldova. Periodic reporting from OHCHR Field Presence in Moldova to headquarters shows the close monitoring of the general discrimination situation. Further, specific reports identify the needs of particularly vulnerable groups addressed by the project, such as persons with mental disabilities. For example, the outcome of a targeted effort to monitor the situation of persons with disabilities in Moldova between 2012 and 2015 is presented in the 2015 OHCHR report “Human Rights of People with Mental or Intellectual Impairments in the Republic of Moldova”, produced jointly with the Mental Disability Advocacy Centre (Budapest-based NGO).

Other sources confirm the outcome of OHCHR’s needs analysis. A perception survey by the Institute of Public Policies showed that respondents were very concerned about discrimination in Moldova and that that concern increased by 9% from 2010 to 2014, despite the issuance of national legislation on discrimination (2012) and institutional developments such as the establishment of the Equality Council. Further, the human rights organisation Promo Lex confirms the gravity of the discrimination situation in the country and the failure of recently established institutions to change it.

Other studies confirm the vulnerability and exposure to discrimination of the specific groups targeted by the project, including Roma children’s right to non-discriminatory education. Also, representatives of the governmental Bureau of Inter-Ethnic Relations described to the evaluator how the project component which focused on desegregation of schools fits perfectly into the government’s Action Plan on Roma population. With more time at hand, a more detailed context and needs analysis could have been conducted in relation to each school selected for desegregation. This would have revealed that Roma parents in Vulcanesti town were not convinced of the benefits of desegregated schools and therefore not interested in leading such a process.

---

10 Monthly internal OHCHR Moldova reports submitted to OHCHR Geneva from March 2014 to June 2015 (on file with evaluator).
12 “Despite the legal and political commitments taken by the Republic of Moldova (RM) to align the national legislation to international human rights standards, RM still faces major problems related to the observance of human rights and non-discriminatory principles. For the third consecutive year, indicators in the National Human Rights Index are troubling with discrimination on a number of criteria that are below a reasonable level. The establishment of the Council on the Prevention and Elimination of Discrimination and Ensuring Equality (CPEDEE) failed to change the dynamics of this issue. Further, the activity reports submitted by the Council confirmed civil society fears that the actions taken to resolve a case of discrimination were minimal.” Human rights in Moldova: Retrospective 2014, Pavel Postica, Nadejda Hriptievshi, Sorina Macrinici [et al.] “Promo-Lex”, Civil Rights Defenders, Chisinău 2015, p.115.
14 Interview with Ms Vera Petuhov, representative of the Bureau for Inter-Ethnic Relations, Chisinau 26-30 October 2015.
Further, the report of the Senior Expert, Thomas Hammarberg on the human rights situation in the Transnistrian region guides the project design and selection of discrimination issues to be addressed in that region.\footnote{Report on Human Rights in the Transnistrian Region of the Republic of Moldova, Senior Expert Thomas Hammarberg, 14 February 2013}


It therefore seems that OHCHR Moldova had thoroughly assessed the needs in the area of discrimination before designing the project proposal, without necessarily conducting an additional, project-specific context and needs analysis. It is clear from the project proposal that not only the general discrimination challenges are identified but also the needs of specific groups of beneficiaries.

Further, the proposal discusses the risks and the assumptions on which the project is built, including the need for continued commitment and collaboration by the national and local authorities. As discussed below, the assumption that local authorities and de facto authorities would fulfil their verbal commitments to actively engage and support the project proved somewhat erroneous in the Transnistrian region, but was correctly identified as a risk factor.

In terms of the strategies used, several interlocutors indicated that the material, socio-political and cultural situation in the Transnistrian region differs so much from that in Moldova proper, that a different project approach in that region might have produced better results. Interviewees suggested the need to address what they referred to as the “Soviet Union-mentality”\footnote{Project consultants who worked in the region of Transnistria referred to a “shocking lack of sensibility” and awareness of children’s rights and needs among parents, school officials and other authorities. Further, the prevailing view put the sole responsibility on state institutions and only a medical approach was expected, thinking which was referred to as a “Soviet Union-mentality”} on behalf of parents, teachers and authorities, suggesting an urgent need for sensitization regarding children’s rights and multiple needs. As discussed later, region specific challenges might have called for different strategies, including those addressing the low level of socio-economic development in the region which reportedly focuses parents’ attention squarely on basic
survival needs (food, shelter, basic health care), leaving them little time to be concerned about their children’s education.  

3.2 Analysis of Effectiveness

**EQ3 What evidence of positive results obtained by the project can be found? To what extent were planned results actually achieved?**

One year into the project, the project team estimated that the 98% of the activities were being implemented. At the time of conducting the evaluation, it can be generally stated that all six results effectively seem to have been achieved. The quantitative evidence to back such a conclusion is found in the objectives and results indicators presented in a separate matrix in the annex to this report (Appendix 5.1 Outputs and quantitative results table), while the qualitative evidence is presented and discussed under the different headings of this findings section. As the activity areas are fairly dissimilar, some evaluation questions will be answered in relation to each specific result/area of activities.

**Result 1: Network of children with disabilities and their parents legally empowered to seek inclusive education in Moldova, including in the Transnistrian region**

The evaluation shows impressive progress towards the achievement of this result in Moldova proper. Not only has a network of parents been created and their capacity built in several relevant areas, but the parents have also received OHCHR support to create a now formally established and functioning NGO (ProSprijin). Focus group discussions with its members and interviews with authorities and partner organizations provide clear testimony to the newly gained strength of the parents to successfully advocate for inclusive education for children with disabilities, not only for their children but as a country-wide policy in Moldova.

The project has enabled and accompanied these parents on a remarkable journey from individual parents concerned about the education and integration of their children with disabilities, to organized advocates capable of not only engaging effectively with national authorities, but also with international human rights mechanisms such as the UN Special Rapporteur on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, Treaty Bodies and the UPR.

Their recently acquired skills gained one parent of the network a seat on the Coordinating Council on Preventing Institutionalization and Developing Inclusive Education under the Ministry of Education. Also, a group of parents will be reviewing financial priorities in the area of social welfare and inclusion of children with disabilities together with the Ministry of Labour, Social Protection and the Family.

It seems this result was reached to a much lesser degree in the region of Transnistria. The project activities there have focused on the de facto capital, Tiraspol, and the town of Dubasari. In the former, no network could be created, which will be discussed in more detail under Evaluation Question 4-5. In Dubasari, learning from the challenges in Tiraspol, OHCHR managed to connect a number of parents and children with disabilities to an existing initiative by an activist parent, mother of a disabled child. Focus group discussions with the parents showed great appreciation for and learning from the OHCHR supported seminars and trainings on rights in general, inclusive education and social services for children with

---

19 Interviews in Moldova, including in the region of Transnistria, with beneficiaries, associated partners, project consultants, government representatives, UN partners and project staff, 26-30 October 2015.

20 OHCHR Interim Narrative Project Report submitted to the EIDHR for the reporting period 1 April 2014-31 March 2015, p.4.

21 In 2015, the parents of the network provided input to the Special Rapporteur’s agenda for her visit to Moldova, met with her and provided useful information for her report.
disabilities. The achievements in the Transnistrian region do however not reach the extraordinary level of those in Moldova proper.

**Result 2: Genuine progress on integrated education for Roma in key problematic municipalities, including in the Transnistrian region**

The information provided to the evaluator indicates that the intense programme of visits to targeted communities and schools, the awareness and capacity building sessions with Roma parents, as well as the support to the Roma Community Mediators has undoubtedly led to inspiring progress towards integrated education for Roma children in Moldova. Three schools have been desegregated and trained Roma Community Mediators from different parts of the country are in the process of establishing an umbrella association, which will be supported not only by OHCHR but also by other international organizations. To achieve this positive result, OHCHR Field Presence in Moldova had to overcome serious challenges that will be discussed below and in the lessons learned section.

**Result 3: LGBT public assemblies accepted and protected**

For the first time in Moldova, the LGBT community was able to organize not just a Pride March in the center of Chisinau (2014 and 2015), but an entire week of minority rights activities, without being shut down by authorities or hindered by conservative forces and groups. Interviews with the Associated Partner (Genderdoc-M), and with the project team, allowed the evaluator to gather testimonies of how the project activity achieved a manifest change of attitude within the police, resulting in effective protective action by the police. Awareness-building events supported by the project and the documentation and judicial and quasi-judicial pursuit of discrimination cases against members of the LGBT community further promoted tolerance and progress towards a rights-based jurisprudence in relation to discrimination of LGBT persons.

**Result 4: Alternative service for conscious objectors established in the Transnistrian region**

On 12 February 2014, the Supreme Soviet of the Transnistrian Moldovan Republic adopted Law No.61 on Alternative Civilian Service (on file with evaluator). Result 4 has therefore been achieved, but questions still remain about its level of implementation. Interviews with OHCHR’s Associated Partner in Tiraspol indicate that some young men are still forced to do military service, while at least the Jehovah’s Witnesses community reports not being forced to serve in the military any more.

Other expected results associated with result 4 include the promotion of the rights of religious minorities to freely practice their religion, manifest and meet in public, register their organizations and have their right to property ensured. In these areas, few tangible results are visible yet, but the project has effectively raised awareness among the religious minority communities, the authorities and the public at large about the authorities’ international obligations in relation to the mentioned rights.

**Result 5: Strengthen competences of the judicial and quasi-judicial bodies to address and to rule on discrimination cases in accordance with international law**

An impressive number of judges and prosecutors (205) have been trained on anti-discrimination law and anti-discrimination concepts. In a focus group discussion with the evaluator they described their increased knowledge and awareness in this area. This positive project result has also been documented through pre- and post-training tests, indicating some 20% improved knowledge among the prosecutors and judges.22

---

22 Interview with project consultants, Chisinau, 27 October 2015.
Also, in support of Result 5, the project has produced an extremely appreciated manual on national and international anti-discrimination law, which will continue to be used by the Ministry of Justice (posted on its website) and the training institute, the National Institute of Justice, which continuously graduates judges.

**Result 6: Significant advancement in documentation of discrimination issues**

The evaluator has received quantitative and qualitative information indicating that Result 6 has been more than fully achieved. A total of 51 discrimination cases have been documented and around 20 of them have been taken forward to the courts, the Equality Council or other bodies. Further, 16 cases have been published on the website of the project partner, discriminare.md.23

The project team and its partners have successfully worked directly with the victims in many of these cases, or provided access to pro bono legal assistance, covered by OHCHR from the earmarked extra-budgetary funds received from the European Commission and other donors. When cases have not been successful in the domestic courts, the project team has assisted with information and advice on how to bring the case before international human rights mechanisms. Only cases with a human rights component potentially leading to strategic reform were prioritized by the project.

EQ4 Where positive results of the project were found, what were the enabling factors and processes? Are there notably differences in the results obtained in some particular geographical zones or thematic areas of intervention? What lessons have been learned?

**Result 1: Network of children with disabilities and their parents legally empowered to seek inclusive education in Moldova, including in the Transnistrian region**

In interviews with the evaluator, parents and partners repeatedly stressed the importance of the project systematically providing child care or parallel activities for the children when trainings and other meetings were held with the parents. This allowed the parents to attend with the right state of mind, relaxed and ensured their children were in good hands.

All interlocutors report comparatively better results from this activity area in Moldova proper than in the Transnistrian region. However, in the latter region, when the challenges discussed below under EQ5 became evident, the project team pursued timely and effective “damage control” by shifting resources and focus to a different town and implementing partner organization24, thereby ensuring an acceptable result also for the Transnistrian region. The need for such flexibility and out-of-the-(project)box thinking (supporting parents to join an existing organization and partnering with that NGO) is an important lessons learned.

**Result 2: Genuine progress on integrated education for Roma in key problematic municipalities, including in the Transnistrian region**

An important lesson learned by the project team was the need to adjust the pace of the organizational activities planned with the Roma communities according to the level of preparation and motivation of the parents themselves. OHCHR Field Presence in Moldova reported that Roma parents in for example

---

23 Written input received from the Project Coordinator, Chisinau 29 October 2015.
24 In the town of Dubasari the project partnered with the parent-initiated NGO: Society of Parents of Disabled Children, led by Stella Climenco.
Vulcanesti town were, somewhat surprisingly, not convinced of the benefits of desegregated schools and therefore not interested in leading such a process. Similarly, initial visits to Otaci town indicated that the concept of desegregated schools was still unclear and the parents needed more information and time.\(^{25}\)

**Result 3: LGBT public assemblies accepted and protected**

The representatives of Genderdoc-M – the project’s Associated Partner in this activity area – described how being associated with the project and OHCHR enabled them to radically change their relationship with the police. “Now we have better relationship with the police, once they could see we are normal people”, explained the interviewees from Genderdoc-M. The project opened the door to three meetings between Genderdoc-M and the police in different police departments. The meetings were an opportunity to discuss planned LGBT activities but also freedom of association and assembly in general. The new “attitude” of the police was described as mainly a result of OHCHR pressure and police concerns to ensure protection for representatives of diplomatic missions who were likely to attend the LGBT events and the pride march. But OHCHR and the project also contributed to breaking down some of the barriers between law enforcement and the activists. The face to face meetings and discussions about freedom of assembly and the planned activities created a personal rapport between activists and the police. In the end, mobile phone numbers were even exchanged between representatives of Genderdoc-M and operative police commanders.\(^{26}\)

**Result 4: Alternative service for conscious objectors established in the Transnistrian region**

In general, the project team has made excellent use of respected international experts and their recommendations to the authorities. This applies particularly to the project work in the Transnistrian region where OHCHR Moldova facilitated the visits of UN Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Religion or Belief, Mr. Heiner Bielefeld, and separately, the visit of Senior Expert Thomas Hammarberg. Both visits allowed for intensified contacts with the de facto authorities and generated written recommendations by the Experts, which became effective frameworks for OHCHR’s discussion with the local authorities.

**Result 5: Strengthen competences of the judicial and quasi-judicial bodies to address and to rule on discrimination cases in accordance with international law**

Judges and prosecutors highly appreciated the content and methodology of the project-produced Manual on Anti-Discrimination. Beneficiaries also found that it effectively complemented the oral presentations and ensured that participants were left with a reference material which can be re-read and consulted as and when needed.\(^{27}\) The manual can therefore be seen as an enabling factor to the overall success of the activity.

**Result 6: Significant advancement in documentation of discrimination issues**

The positive results from this activity provide an important lesson learned in relation to case work by OHCHR field presences in general. The effective implementation of the project component indicates that even OHCHR HRAs in UNCT can contribute to case work, despite not having a mandate to investigate and directly pursue individual human rights cases. Here, the HRA, in the framework of the anti-discrimination project, provides assistance and advice to victims and lawyers willing to submit cases to the courts, to the

---

\(^{25}\) OHCHR Interim Narrative Project Report submitted to the EIDHR for the reporting period 1 April 2014-31 March 2015, p.16-17.

\(^{26}\) Interview with Ms Anastasia Danilova and Ms Angela Frolov, Genderdoc-M, 27 October 2015.

\(^{27}\) Focus group discussion with judges and prosecutors beneficiaries of the project, Chisinau, 29 October 2015.
Equality Council and to international human rights mechanisms. This successful indirect role in case work could be an important lesson learned for other OHCHR HRAs.

**EQ5** What prevented the project from achieving results? What lessons can be drawn from this?

**Result 1: Network of children with disabilities and their parents legally empowered to seek inclusive education in Moldova, including in the Transnistrian region**

Two major obstacles were reported to the evaluator. The Associated Partner in Tiraspol (Transnistria) described how the authorities, despite their assurances to the HRA during the needs assessment, did not engage and attend meetings with the parents of children with disabilities, reportedly to avoid taking on commitments with the parents. This demotivated the parents and prevented the creation of effective networks in Tiraspol. Secondly, parents’ emotional attachment to their children with disabilities and the challenges they are facing sometimes made it difficult for them to properly address the broader issue of inclusion and non-discrimination with national authorities, as opposed to the individual situation of their particular child. Similarly, during initial meetings with representatives of the Ministry of Education (ME) and the Ministry of Labour, Social Protection and Family (MLSPF), the parents’ advocacy style was reportedly too emotional to be effective. The project team learned from this experience and introduced “psychological training” and advocacy techniques for the parents, before even starting to build awareness around rights.

**Result 2: Genuine progress on integrated education for Roma in key problematic municipalities, including in the Transnistrian region**

The project team quickly learned that desegregating schools in order to integrate Roma children is not just a straightforward organizational challenge, but a complex exercise involving overcoming cultural barriers and a well-founded fear of discrimination on behalf of the Roma parents. The OHCHR project team and the specialized consultants found it difficult to incentivize the Roma children to regularly attend school at all. Cultural phenomena such as seasonal migration and child marriage work against school attendance by Roma children. And when in school, limited knowledge of Romanian/Moldovan often hampers the Roma child’s learning. Roma parents also reported a fear of rejection and even physical abuse on behalf of teachers and non-Roma children, leading some parents to feel it was safer to keep their children in segregated Roma-only schools. In an effort to overcome this hesitation, the project created a committee of Roma parents and facilitated a dialogue with the teachers in the targeted schools.

**Result 3: LGBT public assemblies accepted and protected**

No significant challenges reported to the evaluator.

---

28 OHCHR Interim Narrative Project Report submitted to the EIDHR for the reporting period 1 April 2014-31 March 2015, p.29-32.
29 Interview with project consultants working on discrimination cases, Chisinau 29 October 2015.
29 Interview with Common Home in Tiraspol, 28 October 2015.
30 Interviews with representatives of the Ministry of Education and the Ministry of Labour, Social Protection and Family, with the network of parents and with the project team, Chisinau, 26-30 October 2015.
31 Interview with lead consultant on activity area 1, Chisinau, 30 October 2015.
32 Interviews with project team members, with Roma consultant and focus group discussion with Roma Community Mediators, Chisinau 26-30 October 2015.
33 Interview with Roma consultant, Chisinau, 30 October 2015.
Result 4: Alternative service for conscious objectors established in the Transnistrian region

As seen above, legislation on alternative service was put in place by the de facto authorities in the Transnistrian region. Associated project results include activities aimed at increased respect for religious minorities in the Transnistrian region, including the right to openly practice their religion, the right to registration as religious entities and the right to property (confiscated). To achieve the associated results, the project team and the local partner tried to initiate a dialogue between the religious minority groups and the local authorities but the latter did not agree to attend meetings. Similarly, the dominant Russian Orthodox Church rejected initiatives to bring the churches together as a first step towards enhanced rights for minority religious groups. The lesson learned, as formulated by the local project implementer, is that in the Transnistrian region, the political and religious authorities are not effectively influenced by international and EU standards and initial agreements can quickly be forgotten.34

Result 5: Strengthen competences of the judicial and quasi-judicial bodies to address and to rule on discrimination cases in accordance with international law

Beneficiaries, the National Institute of Justice, consultants and the project team reported successful implementation of this activity. However, the Deputy Minister of Justice, without necessarily disagreeing with the activity, expressed skepticism in relation to the possibility to change the “mindset” of mature justice operators and recommended a focus on young people in schools and universities.35

Result 6: Significant advancement in documentation of discrimination issues

No challenges reported to the evaluator.

EQ6 What have been the roles of local stakeholders, partners or other UN agencies in the achievement of results?

The project counted on one co-applicant (UNDP) and six associated partners. Four of the associated partners were local NGOs, another one a news portal and the sixth one a training institute linked to the Ministry of Justice. The four NGOs were organisations very close to the beneficiaries, three of them made up of individuals representing the beneficiary communities targeted by the project (Roma, persons with disabilities and LGBT persons). This choice of partners potentially provided the opportunity to also strengthen those organisations. Unfortunately, OHCHR administrative rules complicated and in the end prevented direct grant support to the partner NGOs. All grants (independently of the amount) have to be approved at one of the bi-annual or ad-hoc meetings of the Grants Committee in Geneva. Because of the frequent delays and cumbersome process often required to go through this process, it was decided that the only practical solution open to the project team was to hire staff from the partner NGOs as individual consultants instead of providing a grant to the organisation as such. Once on-board, the consultants played a crucial role in achieving results thanks to their expertise and acceptance by beneficiaries.36

The project team worked with other UN agencies in both the design and implementation of the project, particularly with UNICEF in relation to education. Efforts to explain and anchor the project with the Ministry of Education were pursued jointly by the HRA and UNICEF staff. UN agencies, including UNICEF,
seem to have been surprised to see OHCHR involved in project development and implementation, expecting OHCHR to focus on monitoring and advocacy. On the rare occasion when differences in approach or overlap occurred during the project period, the UNICEF Representative met with the HRA and issues were clarified.\(^{37}\) As the project was presented as a support project to civil society organisations interested in inclusive education and not a direct advocacy project with the Ministry of Education, it was accepted and welcomed by UNICEF.\(^{38}\) It is unclear why the project chose to formally partner with UNDP when the subject matter of several activities fell under the expertise and mandate of UNICEF.

\[\text{EQ7 Did the project plan results that contributed to challenge unjust power relations in the area of gender? To what degree were such results achieved?}\]

In general, the work of OHCHR Field Presence in Moldova has encompassed important gender dimensions, including dedicated work on rape crime reform. However, a thorough review of the project objectives, expected results, outcomes, outputs, selected vulnerable groups/beneficiaries, activities and indicators does not indicate that the anti-discrimination project was designed to “challenge unjust power relations in the area of gender”. Additionally, none of the evaluator’s interlocutors could point to project design features or activities that challenged unjust power relations in the area of gender equality. This does not mean that gender aspects have not been considered during design and implementation.\(^{39}\)

Given the predominance of women in the education system in Moldova (at the Ministry, as headmasters and as teachers) and the role of women as traditional facilitators of children’s education in the family, the project struggled to achieve a healthy gender balance through a more active involvement of the fathers. This was achieved to some degree. For example, the recently created NGO of parents of children with disabilities is now lead by a father, providing an important example for other fathers of children with disabilities.\(^{40}\)

Also, the project was an opportunity to engage Roma women in leadership roles. All 36 Roma NGOs in Moldova are headed by men. The project therefore encouraged Roma women to become Community Mediators, and today, 17 of the 19 active Roma Community Mediators are women.\(^{41}\)

The leadership skills acquired by the Roma women Community Mediators have come to good use in a new Roma Women Network established in 2014 with the support and expert guidance by UN Women and OHCHR Field Presence in Moldova. This network (focused on political participation) and the Roma Women Community Mediators have the potential to mutually reinforce each other and ensure continuation of the project activity.\(^{42}\)

The project component on individual cases of discrimination pursued two emblematic gender discrimination cases, one involving domestic violence and rape. This case also provided an opportunity to highlight gender discrimination in the judicial process. The gender dimension of this project component was strengthened by the involvement of the Coordinator of the Legal Centre for Women (NGO), who in the interview with the

\(^{37}\) Interview with Ms. Ludmila Lefter, UNICEF Moldova.

\(^{38}\) Interview with Mr. Claude Cahn, HRA RC Office Moldova at the time when the project was implemented, 5 November 2015.

\(^{39}\) OHCHR Grant Application, EIDHR, Combating Discrimination in the Republic of Moldova, including in the Transnistrian region, September 2013 and interview with Mr. Claude Cahn, HRA RC Office Moldova at the time when the project was implemented, 5 November 2015.

\(^{40}\) Fathers of children with disabilities in Moldova often abandon the family, according to OHCHR’s local project consultants.

\(^{41}\) Interview with Ms. Anna Gherganova, Ministry of Labour, Social Protection and Family, Chisinau, 27 October 2015

\(^{42}\) Interview with Ms Krisitna Raducan, UN Women Moldova, Chisinau, 27 October 2015.
evaluator stressed that the above mentioned case would not have reached a court of law without the OHCHR involvement.\footnote{Focus group meeting with four lawyers engaged in case work for the project, Chisinau 25 October 2015.}

Also, the project produced anti-discrimination manual, used in the trainings of judges and prosecutors, contains a useful chapter on gender discrimination.\footnote{Manual Anti-Discriminare, Pentru Judecatori, Gheorghe Zugravu, OHCHR Consultant, Chisinau 2014, Section 4.2} The beneficiaries of this product and the trainings were more or less equally men and women. The evaluator met with a focus group of 4 judges/project trainees (all women) who considered the gender content in the trainings to be adequate.\footnote{Focus group discussion with judges and prosecutors, Chisinau, 29 October 2015.}

Additional gender outputs could probably have been included and achieved if the draft project proposal had benefitted from a gender expert review by OHCHR colleagues in Geneva, or alternatively by UN Women Moldova.

### 3.3 Analysis of Efficiency

\begin{center}
\textbf{EQ8 How efficiently has the project been using the human, financial and intellectual resources at its disposal to achieve its targeted outcomes?}
\end{center}

It seems from interviews with the project team that the efficient use of resources was complicated by the fact that the project was implemented in the context and framework of four different administrative rule systems, namely those of: OHCHR, UNOG, UNDP and the EU.\footnote{Interview with Mr. Claude Cahn, HRA RC Office Moldova at the time when the project was implemented, 5 November 2015.}

Staff argued that the design of the project would have been more efficient if small grants could have been provided locally to implementing NGO partners without being reviewed and approved by the Grants Committee in Geneva. They pointed out that the Grants Committee in Geneva meets infrequently and involves too much bureaucracy and time to be a workable procedure for the project. Having decided that the use of the Grants Committee was not a workable option, the project was not allowed to pay local NGOs to carry out activities and therefore used a formula of directly hiring individuals from the local counterpart NGOs as project consultants. This might have been administratively more agile, but was not an efficient way of supporting the NGOs as entities. The HRA suggested that a local grant review board could have been established for the approval of grants of smaller amounts (5,000-10,000 euros).\footnote{Interview with Mr. Claude Cahn, HRA RC Office Moldova at the time when the project was implemented, 5 November 2015.}

However, OHCHR Grants Committee (GC) in Geneva reports that the Committee has met monthly and ad hoc over the project period and that there was therefore every opportunity for OHCHR in Moldova to have presented the grants. Further, OHCHR Programme Support and Management Services (PSMS) does not approve of hiring of local consultants as a substitute for grants to organizations and discourages the establishment of local Grants Committees.\footnote{Written comments submitted by the Grants Committee and PSMS (on file with evaluator).}

The efficient use of human resources was also influenced by administrative rules. Project contracts were only issued until the end of the calendar year (2014), even though the project funding ran until 30 September 2015. Interviews with project consultants revealed that this situation lead some of them to look for back-up employment as the end of the year drew closer, which reportedly contributed to substantial turn-over of project staff and consultants in January 2015.
Also, one project staff found that too many part-time consultants were hired (“difficult to keep them busy”), particularly for activity area No. 2. Many of them were reportedly overqualified for the more operational/administrative tasks they carried out. A clearer definition of human resource needs, including projected tasks and time-frames would have been useful. At the same time, the work load for the Project Coordinator, who was managing another project in parallel, did not really allow for stock-taking and reflection that could have resulted in useful adjustments and improvements to project implementation. For example, it was felt that project staff did not have enough time to regularly discuss project implementation with the Ministry of Education and the de facto authorities in the Transnistrian region.49

EQ9 How has the communication and coordination been among the project, the country/regional office, and other units within OHCHR in terms of programmatic, financial and administrative issues?

The interviewees in Moldova were pleased with the lines of communication between Geneva, the project and the EU delegation in Moldova. At the beginning of 2015, there were a few procedural issues that needed to be clarified with the EU delegation. All formal communication was carried out by e-mail, in English and with OHCHR Geneva carbon copied, but national project staff found it useful to every now and then pick up the phone to discuss and resolve issues directly, in Romanian/Moldovan, with the responsible person in the EU delegation. They also thought this contributed to a better mutual understanding and a more flexible position by the EU delegation.

Communication and coordination between project components and Associated Partners was planned to be ensured through the establishment of an Advisory Steering Committee made up of OHCHR Field Presence in Moldova and the Associated Partners, which would meet periodically (monthly, indicative) to:

“discuss the development of the individual activities implemented by each partner individually in collaboration with the Applicant. In order to ensure the efficient monitoring and evaluation of project results, maintain continuous cooperation between all project partners at all stages the partners will constantly provide feedback on lessons learned, propose corrective actions to solve problems, ensure accountability, and make recommendations on how to improve the quality of interventions, assess the risks and seek solutions for their mitigation.”50

At the very beginning of the project, one coordination meeting was held with all the Associated Partners. The Project Coordinator (former) however felt that the partners’ different thematic areas of responsibility were too different for all of them to sit through detailed discussions of, for example, the LGBT Pride March or physical access requirements for children with disabilities. Therefore, after that first meeting, the coordination meetings were held on a regular but thematic basis. Thematic (by activity area) coordination and information-sharing meetings were held between members of the project team, the Associated Partner and other key stakeholders, including representatives of the involved Ministries.51

49 Interview with Project Coordinator, Chisinau 30 October 2015.
50 OHCHR Grant Application, EIDHR, Combating Discrimination in the Republic of Moldova, including in the Transnistrian region, September 2013, p.22-23.
51 Interview with Project Coordinator (former), 6 November 2015.
3.4 Analysis of Impact Orientation

EQ10 To what extent is the project making a significant contribution to broader and longer term enjoyment of rights? Or how likely is it that it will eventually make this contribution? Is the project’s strategy and management in this area steering towards impact?

As seen from the findings of this evaluation, the project has very effectively achieved results in all its areas of activities, but the results are mostly qualitatively impressive, while the number of beneficiaries is sometimes modest (with the exception of the training of over 200 prosecutors and judges). The transformation of beneficiaries from simply concerned parents to empowered and capacitated rights-holders, prepared to organize and advocate for the rights of their children can be seen as an extremely replicable success story which has great potential to contribute to broader and longer term enjoyment of rights by a numerically significant target group. There are reportedly an estimated 15,000 children with disabilities in Moldova.\(^{52}\) The project might only have reached around 1\(^{53}\)% of them, but more importantly, it has set the stage for policy change towards inclusive education that can have a long term impact on 100% of them.

Similarly, the three project-supported desegregated schools have integrated a relatively small number of Roma children, but the successful example has huge replication potential, particularly with the support of the network of Roma Community Mediators. A similar logic applies to the results in the other four project areas.

The replication and taking-activities-to-scale challenge is still pending, but the OHCHR project has foreseen such a crucial step by committing in the project proposal to disseminate the project results.\(^{54}\) The project application entry on dissemination and replication for multiplier effect could have been more detailed and specific, but more importantly, the commitment and awareness of its importance is there.\(^{55}\) The continuation of OHCHR’s work in Moldova therefore means there is clear potential for comprehensive, long-term impact far beyond the immediate beneficiaries of this project.

3.5 Analysis of Sustainability

EQ11 Are the results, achievements and benefits of the project likely to be durable?

EQ12 Are the local stakeholders willing and committed to continue working on the issues addressed by the project? How effectively has the project built national ownership?

EQ13 Are the local stakeholders able to continue working on the issues addressed by the project? How effectively has the project built necessary capacity?

It is difficult to imagine any future scenario in which the results and achievements in the six activity areas could be substantially rolled back. Maybe a drastic deterioration of inter-ethnic relations in Moldova could have a negative impact on progress towards desegregated schools, but in most other activity areas no

---

\(^{52}\) Focus group discussion with parents of children with disabilities, Chisinau, 30 October 2015.

\(^{53}\) Interview with lead consultant on activity area 1, Ms Tatiana Cernomorit, Chisinau, 30 October 2015 and with Ms Stella Climenco, Dubasari, 28 October 2015.

\(^{54}\) Ibid.p.23

\(^{55}\) Ibid.p.30
Eminent risk factors have been reported to the evaluator and the achievements can largely be considered durable.

Interviewees pointed out that the networks and organisations created as a result of the project (e.g., NGOs of parents with children with disabilities and network of Roma Community Mediators) have not been left to fend for themselves at the end of the project. Other organisations, including with capacity to train and support in key areas of organisational development were contacted and are now working with the NGOs and networks resulting from the OHCHR project.

Leaders from ProSprijin (Association of Parents of Children with Disabilities) are receiving training in, for example, project writing, action plan design and administrative skills. The Republican Centre for Psycho-Pedagogical Assistance (CRAP) is supporting the parents, and also works with authorities, teachers and children to promote inclusive education. UNICEF is also open to play a role in the support of ProSprijin but has not been formally requested to do so. This lead agency for child rights recommends that ProSprijin joins the UNICEF-supported local Alliance of Organisations Active in Child and Family Social Protection.

A network of Roma Community Mediators is being formed with guidance and support from OHCHR and others. Some project trained Roma Community Mediators are participating in the Inter-Ministerial Working Group (Bureau for Interethnic Relations) formed to implement the National Action Plan on Roma Issues. The Network members plan to advocate with the Bureau for Interethnic Relations for the implementation of the Roma Action Plan and to train new Roma Community Mediators.

The results in other areas of project activity seem similarly sustainable. The government authorization and protection of Pride Marches and other LGBT public events is likely to continue as this is now expected by the national and international community. Also, Genderdoc-M has established better contacts and working relationship with the police. The legislation on alternative military service in Transnistria is approved and in place. The documentation and judicial and quasi-judicial pursuit of discrimination cases has picked up certain momentum, through the project supported publications, the work of the Equality Council and the successful “internationalization” of a few discrimination cases (CERD and CEDAW). The capacity of over 200 judges and prosecutors has been strengthened and the anti-discrimination manual produced for that purpose continues to be used in the NIJ’s on-going courses for future judges.

However, the evaluator has not received any information indicating that the above described situation of successful continuation of the project activities corresponds to a systematic OHCHR plan to ensure project sustainability. Rather, effective measures have been taken to build capacity and beneficiaries have been (spontaneously) connected with the appropriate organisations that can support a continuation of activities, but there seems not to be a plan as such in place. The EU application form asks applicants to “Describe a dissemination plan and the possibilities for replication and extension of the action outcomes (multiplier effects), clearly indicating any intended dissemination channel.” The OHCHR information provided under this item is limited to a brief, very general paragraph, which does not provide specific information on sustainability of

---

56 Interview with Mr Vitalie Mester, Centre for Legal Assistance for People with Disabilities, Chisinau, 26 October 2015.
57 Interview with CRAP, Chisinau 26 October 2015.
58 Interview with Ms Ludmila Lefter, UNICEF Moldova, Chisinau, 27 October 2015.
59 Including the European Roma Rights Center in Budapest (NGO).
60 Interview with Ms Vera Petuhov, Bureau for Interethnic Relations, Chisinau 27 October 2015.
61 Focus group discussion with Roma Community Mediators, Chisinau, 27 October 2015.
62 Interview with Genderdoc-M, Chisinau 26 October 2015.
63 Interview with HRA Claude Cahn, HRA RC Office Moldova at the time when the project was implemented 5 November 2015.
64 Interview with Ms Ecaterina Popa, National Judicial Institute, 29 October 2015.
each of the six fairly dissimilar activity areas. In the future, OHCHR should therefore systematize and plan in more detail, activities (by OHCHR and others) that can ensure the sustainability of undertaken project activities.

---

65 OHCHR Grant Application, EIDHR, Combating Discrimination in the Republic of Moldova, including in the Transnistrian region, September 2013, p.29-30.
4. Conclusions, Lesson Learned, Good Practices and Recommendations

4.1 Conclusions

The EU funded OHCHR project “Combating Discrimination in the Republic of Moldova, including in the Transnistrian Region” was preceded by several years of OHCHR work on combatting discrimination in Moldova, which guaranteed a thorough knowledge of the issue and a capacity to make an informed decision on specific discrimination areas to address. The right of children with disabilities to access mainstream schools, the end to segregation between Roma and non-Roma children, the rights of the LGBT community and of religious minorities were well chosen priority areas. The relevance of the project therefore seems well founded.

The evaluation interviewees also attested to the appropriateness of the methods used, including the rights awareness building with parents of children with disabilities and with Roma parents, the training of judges and prosecutors in international and national anti-discrimination law as well as the judicial and quasi-judicial pursuit of emblematic cases of discrimination.

The six project results are formulated in relatively modest and realistic terms, but the numerous associated results and activities, as well as the complexity of the six fairly different activity areas, meant successful project implementation was a very serious undertaking for OHCHR Field Presence in Moldova. The task was made more complex by the fact that the project operated in four different administrative rule systems: EU, UNDP, UNOG and OHCHR.

Despite these challenges, the evaluator has received evidence and information from multiple sources indicating that the project was not only highly relevant but also effectively implemented, generally achieving all six project results. Interviews and focus group discussions in Moldova revealed that partners and beneficiaries are pleased with the results and motivated to continue the activities beyond the end of the project.

There are tangible, direct results such as the new legislation on alternative military service in the Transnistrian region, or the fact that LGBT Pride marches have safely been carried out in 2014-2015. There are also results that promise change down the road, such as the training of over 200 prosecutors and judges in anti-discrimination law, or the documentation and pursuit of over 50 emblematic discrimination cases. Then there are results that empower a small group of beneficiaries and allow them to continue to advocate for country-wide policy change. This is the case of the parents of children with disabilities who, empowered by the project activities, have now formed an NGO and are being invited to advise the Ministry of Education on inclusion of children with disabilities. Similarly, the project’s success in ending the segregation of Roma and non-Roma students in a number of schools is an important step towards country-wide desegregation of the school system.

The latter two results could have a comprehensive long-term impact if the advocacy and support activities are taken to scale and thousands, rather than hundreds, of beneficiaries are reached. The project design and implementation could have been more geared towards long-term impact through concrete plans for the replication of experiences with the support of other stakeholders. Similarly, the project has contributed to gender equality through certain aspects of the activities, but few conscious efforts seem to have been made to plan and incorporate activities explicitly addressing gender inequality.

The successful implementation of this complex technical cooperation project under the leadership of the OHCHR Human Rights Adviser in Moldova indicates that in similar country contexts, HRAs can play a successful operational role and go beyond merely advising the RC, UNCT and the government on human rights issues.
4.2 Lessons learned and Good practices

Documenting lessons learned and good practices is one of the key purposes of this evaluation, and there is no lack of them. Though most of them have already been mentioned in the findings chapter, this section gathers the key lessons learned and good practices in one place.

Lessons Learned

a) When the context is right, and the initiative is welcome by the RC, the UNCT and the host government, even OHCHR HRAs, with primarily an advisory function, can successfully lead implementation of operational capacity building and human rights reform activities, including in the form of externally funded projects. HRA advisers deployed in similar contexts around the world could therefore learn, benefit from and build on the positive lesson learned in Moldova in relation to the EU funded anti-discrimination project.

b) Similarly, HRA positions, despite not having a mandate to pursue case work, can play an important role in supporting the effective use of emblematic individual cases to promote and protect human rights. Without carrying out investigations, or substituting for the judicial or quasi-judicial authorities in Moldova in any other way, the project has successfully assisted and advised national actors to pursue highly representative discrimination cases. Further, when domestic judicial and quasi-judicial processes failed to hand down sentences/recommendations in line with international norms on discrimination, the HRA/project team provided information on and facilitated access to international human rights mechanisms.

c) Context analysis and needs assessments are crucial steps in the early project preparation process. Those phases are also an opportunity to solidly anchor and create commitment to the project from local and national authorities. When a counterpart’s commitment is in doubt, it is crucial to intensify and maintain a permanent, high-level dialogue throughout the project. There is clear indication that the context analysis and the needs assessment have been properly done by OHCHR Field Presence in Moldova. Unfortunately, once in the implementation phase, it became clear that the Transnistrian de facto authorities, as well as the Russian Orthodox Church in that region, were not actively collaborating with the project, despite previous efforts by the HRA and the Project Coordinator to achieve acceptance and ownership by local authorities.

d) In order to achieve results, it is often necessary to not only focus on the beneficiaries and the direct stakeholders but to also create awareness and buy-in among broader sectors of society, including the authorities, schools, civil society and mass media. Given the difficulties to form networks of parents and to establish an inter-faith dialogue in the Transnistrian region, the context analysis might also have underestimated the political, socio-economic and cultural differences between Moldova proper and the Transnistrian region. Therefore, the least impressive project results are recorded in the Transnistrian region. The project logically focused on the direct beneficiaries, but interviewees suggested that a broader

---

66 The arguments made in this section are drawn from the findings section where they have already been referenced and footnoted.
67 ToR for the HRA in Moldova: (iv) Follow and analyze the human rights situation in his/her country of assignment, providing issue-based or situational assessments to OHCHR and the RC as appropriate. The HRA will not be expected to engage at the level of individual cases.
68 See responses to Evaluation Question No. 5 in this report.
focus, including work with civil society, mass media, schools, and the authorities is necessary in the
Transnistrian region to overcome the differences referred to.\textsuperscript{69}

e) Achieving long-term impact and paving the way for large-scale replication of project activities and
sustainability of results requires early planning and explicit inclusion in the project design. Links to other
stakeholders and their programme activities should be included from the beginning, or they may never
materialize as effective follow-up activities. In Moldova, ensuring the long-term impact of the project and
taking activities to scale seem to be pending project challenges. There is no lack of opportunities to do so,
but they don’t seem to have been included in the project design, which is an important lesson learned.
There are an estimated 15,000 children with disabilities in Moldova.\textsuperscript{70} The project might only have achieved
inclusive education for around 1% of them, but with the parents networks efficiently established, an
important qualitative and highly replicable result has been produced. To take the result to scale and achieve
a longer term impact, the success achieved with project beneficiaries could have been further built on. Links
to other actors and their programmes could have been explicitly included in the project design, including to
the Ministry of Education and to UNICEF.

Similarly, the three project-supported desegregated schools (Roma and non-Roma children attending
together) have integrated a relatively small number of Roma children, but the successful example has huge
replication potential, particularly with the support of the network of Roma Community Mediators. An
explicit project link to, and commitment from, the Ministry of Education, the Bureau for Interethnic
Relations, UNICEF and/or UNDP\textsuperscript{71} could have given the project a clearer impact-orientation.

f) Working directly with victims and family members of victims requires a different approach than working
with individuals without a personal engagement or link to the rights violations being addressed. As rights
advocates, victims and their family members have comparative advantages and disadvantages, which need to
be properly considered and managed in order to effectively achieve change.

In Moldova, important lessons were learned around the challenges involved in turning uninformed and
frustrated parents of children with disabilities into effective rights advocates capable of focusing on broad
policy change, and not just immediate material improvements for their particular child. Initial meetings
between the parents and the Ministry of Education and the Ministry of Labour, Social Protection and Family
were reportedly more confrontational than productive because of the lack of emotional preparation and
individual focus of the parents. The project team quickly learned the lesson and immediately adjusted the
programme with the parents to include sessions on how to control their emotions and how to effectively
advocate with authorities. This proved as important as knowledge about international norms, such as the

g) Social change processes are complex, often influenced by cultural practices. Rights-holders will carefully
weigh perceived and real pros and cons before deciding to cooperate with efforts to fulfil their rights. A
thorough understanding of the socio-cultural context is therefore a necessary starting point. For example,

\textsuperscript{69} OHCHR consultants hired to work in the Transnistrian region referred to a “Soviet Union mentality”, a lack of
relevant social legislation, a very low development level that only allowed parents to focus on basic survival of their
children (not inclusive education) a limited understanding and a “cold-hearted attitude” to the fate of their children.
Interview with Ms Lucia Gavrilita and Tatiana Cernomorit, Chisinau, 26 October 2015.

\textsuperscript{70} Focus group discussion with parents of children with disabilities, Chisinau, 30 October 2015.

\textsuperscript{71} UNDP has previously supported the Roma Community Mediators.
the OHCHR project team found it difficult to incentivize the Roma children in Moldova to regularly attend school at all. Cultural phenomena such as seasonal migration and child marriage work against school attendance by Roma children. And when in school, limited knowledge of Romanian/Moldovan often hampers the Roma child’s learning. Roma parents also reported a fear of rejection and even physical abuse on behalf of teachers and non-Roma children, leading some parents to feel it was safer to keep their children in segregated Roma-only schools.

**Good Practices**

a) Creation of networks of victims and beneficiaries is an important strategy of the anti-discrimination project in Moldova. The successful creation of these networks in Moldova proper opened the door for the formal establishment of those networks as officially registered NGOs and associations, which ensures a high degree of sustainability of those project activities. The project team provided opportune support to the formation of NGOs and associations, and to the organizational strengthening of the recently created structures through its own direct support and by referring them to other capacity building organisations.

b) To implement the anti-discrimination project in Moldova, OHCHR chose to work with one disability organisation, one Roma NGO and one LGBT organisations. Also, a Roma person was hired to work with the Roma Community Mediators. These implementing partners were selected among organisations/individuals forming part of, or already working with the target communities - in this case minority groups, victims of discrimination. This closeness between partners and beneficiaries contributed to the success of the project. It does not seem to be a coincidence that the only Associated Partner that did not meet performance expectations, and where concrete activity implementation was unsuccessful, did not have such a direct tie to the target communities.

c) When the limited performance of the Associated Partner in Tiraspol (Transnistria) became evident, the project team wisely broadened the geographical focus of the activity and quickly identified an additional partner in Dubasari (Transnistria), who had a direct link with the beneficiary community and could therefore effectively mobilize beneficiaries and at the end of the project showed encouraging results.

d) The project team has made very strategic use of the visits of international experts on the issues addressed by the project. This should be considered an excellent practice for several reasons. The visits of Special Rapporteurs and other experts were effectively used to raise the general attention of the discrimination issues addressed by the project. They were also used to seek the receiving authorities’ enhanced commitment to the issues addressed and to the project activities. Also, written contributions by visiting experts (recommendations, guidelines, press statements) were used after their departure to keep up the momentum around specific rights and rights deficits, discussed with the authorities during the visits of the experts.72

e) The project made excellent use of success stories to impart knowledge, inspire and motivate beneficiaries who were recently starting to improve their own situations. Visits to well-functioning desegregated schools (Roma and non-Roma mixed) and schools offering inclusive education (children with disabilities in

---

72 This refers to the following experts: the UN Rapporteur on Freedom of Religion or Belief, Mr. Hans Bielefeld, the UN Rapporteur on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, Ms. Catalina Devandas Aguilar; the General Rapporteur of the Committee on Equality and Non-Discrimination of the Council of Europe Parliamentary Assembly, Robert Biedron; the Senior Expert Thomas Hammarberg.
mainstream schools) had a very motivating impact on beneficiaries and should be considered a good practice. Interviewees also suggested that other former USSR-countries, like for example the Baltic states, have come even further in organizing parents of children with disabilities and study visits abroad should be considered.

4.3 Recommendations for OHCHR Geneva and OHCHR Moldova

- **Recommendation 1**: In view of the expertise developed by OHCHR Field Presence in Moldova in the area of combating discrimination - as evidenced by the positive outcome of this evaluation - OHCHR should continue to prioritize anti-discrimination activities in Moldova, including those linked directly to the areas addressed by the project (i.e. inclusive education for children with disabilities, integration of Roma children in mainstream schools, rights of LGBT community, alternative service for conscious objectors, strengthened capacity of judicial and quasi-judicial bodies to address and rule on discrimination, advancement in documentation of discrimination cases).

- **Recommendation 2**: OHCHR should consider briefly contracting one of the lead consultants on inclusive education (Activity Area No.1) to document, step-by-step, the process and lessons learned while training, empowering and organizing the parents of children with disabilities in Moldova and in the Transnistrian region. This exercise could be conducted in cooperation with the Methodology, Education and Training Section (METS) at OHCHR Geneva and the result should be disseminated to other field presences, particularly OHCHR’s Regional office for Central Asia.

- **Recommendation 3**: When designing technical cooperation projects in the future, OHCHR should identify and plan follow-up activities that could contribute to the sustainability of the project activities, as a form of exit-strategy from the project, including soliciting at an early stage, support from other organisations, authorities and institutions to ensure the post-project continuation and strengthening of the activities and outcomes.

- **Recommendation 4**: To ensure long-term and comprehensive, country-wide impact, OHCHR Field Presence in Moldova should consider conducting a brief internal review of the project outcomes with the objective of identifying and approaching counterparts that could support the replication and taking to scale of the successful activities, particularly in activity area No.1 and No.2.

- **Recommendation 5**: OHCHR should seriously consider the ad hoc establishment and use of locally established Grant Review Committees for the authorization of very small grants to OHCHR implementing partner organisations, thereby allowing a quick process that strengthens local organisation rather than individual consultants.

- **Recommendation 6**: To avoid staff turn-over during projects, employment contracts to local project staff and consultants should be extended as long as possible, i.e. as long as project funding is guaranteed (in this case, 30 September 2015) and not routinely just to the end of the calendar year.

- **Recommendation 7**: OHCHR should always analyse how it can take measures and include activity components that promote gender equality in a given project context, even if not required or prompted by the project application process. Proposal writing and project design should benefit from the review and advice of gender experts, locally or from OHCHR Geneva.

- **Recommendation 8**: The innovative role played by the OHCHR HRA in Moldova, managing operational human rights activities and supporting the judicial and quasi-judicial pursuit of individual cases, should be encouraged in similar country contexts. The HRA adviser’s experience of successfully expanding the traditional HRA-role could be shared with other HRA at the next OHCHR Heads of Field Presences meeting.

---

73 Only three schools have been desegregated and some 1% of all children with disabilities have been offered inclusive education.
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